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All images done between October 29th to November 1st, 2016  
using a Pilot V5 Extra Fine Ballpoint Pen.

There are no descriptions for the items beyond what is provided on 
the last page of this booklet. They are numbered for this purpose, 

but also so that if you want to use one as a magic item in your next 
game session, it is easier for you to reference in your notes as well.

- Purpose -
I made all these item illustrations on a whim because I wanted to 

make an equipment zine over a weekends length of time. So, I did, 
and now there are 57 new magic items in the world because of it. 

Anyways, thats all I got, enjoy!



1 - Swords and Blades
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2 - Shields and a Helm
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3 - Wands and Wizard Orbs
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4 - Flesh Tek
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5 - Books and Scrolls
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6 - Potions
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7 - Totems and Holy Objects
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8 - Necklaces
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9 - Mechanical Devices
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10 - Monster Trophies
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11 - Spears
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12 - Rations
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Item Listing
1. Punisher of the goblin slave 

masters
2. Shurieks skull sword
3. Ender of Houses and Names
4. Thurant, the blade which takes 

on the qualities of those it kills
5. Poison drip, a piercing dagger
6. Cacklewood the living and 

growing blade
7. iron ivy axe
8. constantly oozing round shield
9. Ginghir’s crest and shield and 

pet Muligulola
10. flesh helm, wraps around head 

creating a slight cushion and 
allowing the wearer to breathe 
under water, but also causes 
temporary blindness while worn

11. shield covered in symbiotic par-
asites that eat iron and produce 
disease infested toxic nodes

12. space wand.
13. clawkler stick
14. extra dimensionally powered 

wand
15. its a torch and a wand
16. space physically manifested
17. orb for lightning tree roots
18. orb for minor mind reading of 

extradimensional objects
19. orb of manipulate smoke

20. wall watcher for wizards, 
spreads like a vine throughout a 
dungeon with eyes

21. deathhand (not a bear) trap
22. a headcannon which shoots 

blight poisoned teeth
23. the legend of the second sun 

which was stolen from the 
people

24. “Try it out Today!” catalog of 
axes

25. scroll of summon toxic heavy 
gas beings

26. a book full of holes which each 
are full of things

27. concentrated snake dreams
28. liquid monsterification
29. anti-gravity potion
30. a person who is not a genie, the 

last small god who if eaten will 
cause a person to shrink

31. moldy lumpchilds of Cthulhu, 
causes all of the consumers 
body hair to grow into prehen-
sile tentacles

32. liquid darkness, will allow you 
to transport through shadows 
for a day

33. mask which takes away all fears 
and remorse the wearer had 
previously

34. a backback which can capture 
and contain souls

35. screaming baby skull whistles
36. portable guardian ring
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37. worm summoning flute
38. blood for wealth sacrificial 

necklace
39. Jerubo’s bones
40.  the last seeing stone
41. our timeline on a cart
42. parasitic harpoon arm 

attachment
43. helmet that allows you to see 

different bands of light and see 
sounds

44. the broken black blade from 
Velnora

45. skin of the many eyed 
wanderer

46. partially acid dissolved fang 
47. ghoul teeth
48. a piece of Cthulhu
49. eye of gortox
50. throwing and retrieving spear
51. blood sucker stabber
52. lord varnontustus hutning 

spear
53. squid-ly spear
54. Snake pretzel on a stick
55. Jar of Pig Things
56. Waterskin made out of some-

ones face
57. Goblin Finger Bucket

Notes



Notes
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